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Recent application of the algebra of integrated current components' 

to weak and electromagnetic phenomena indicate that although the as- 

sumed commutation relations between the integrated currents seem to be 

correct, the assumption that the obtained sum rules are saturated by 

very few intermediate states is, at least in some cases, inadequate.' In 

particular, one of the immediate consequences of the successful Adler- 

Weisberger sum rule2 is the result that the nucleon cannot be properly 

described as a member of the & representation of SU(~) [and SU(~),I 

and that its positive helicity state is not purely in the (6,2) repre- 

sentation of U(3) @U(3). 

In this paper we show that the Adler-Weisberger sum rule is approxi- 
1+ mately saturated by a set of states consisting of the 2 -octet, the 

+ 
2 -decuplet and an additional multiplet of negative parity baryon 

resonances. Using this assumption we are able to calculate the correct 

values of three experimentally measurable quantities: GA - the axial- 

vector coupling constant in B-decay; G* - the strength of the axial- 

vector transition between the nucleon and the first resonance N*(12%), 

and the 4 ratio for the axial-vector current of the baryon octet. 

These three results are obtained by adjusting one free parameter, without 

any experimental input. 

The Adler-Weisberger sum rule2 
_-. 

for the strangeness conserving cur- 

rents can be written in the form 

f2 O3 
= G; - -?i 

s 

kdV 
1 b+(v) - a-(v)] - 

5 V2 
(1) 
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GA is the axial-vector 

the charged pion, p is 

X-pcross sections and 

pion in the laboratory 

coupling constant, ffi is the decay parameter of 

the pion mass, uf and c- are the total x'p and 

k and V are the momentum and energy of the 

system. w2 Adler and Weisberger show that G , the 

contribution of the first nucleon resonance to the integral in Eq. (1), 

calculated from the experimental cross sections in the resonance region 3 

is approximately 1, leading to GA - 1.4. It is consequently clear 

that the contributions of higher states are not negligible and any 

saturation assumption must take them into account. 

We also know that if we assume that the SUtX rule, when evaluated 

between any two states of the baryon octet, is always saturated by the 

states of the octet and the decuplet, we obtain the well-known, incor- 

rect results 
I I 

5 GA =y G 
w2 = $ (instead of the experimental values 

*2 
GA = 1.18, G - 1). This last saturation assumption is equivalent to 

-I- 
the classification of the Jp = Y$ octet and the Jp = g+ decuplet in a 

56 multiplet of the SU(~), algebra of currents and to the assignment - 

of their h = + g states to the (6-,2) representation of U(3)@U(3) 

where A is the helicity. In fact, the same values for GA and G* 

are obtained even if we consider only the system of non-strange baryonic 

states and the chiral (isospin) U(2)@U(2) algebra, assuming that the 

nucleon and N*(l23.8) saturate the sum rule between the N - N, N* - N 

and N* - N* pairs of states. The only additional information obtained 

from considering the U(3)@U(3) algebra is the prediction ff-= 0.6 
f where Q! is related to the axial-vector ; ratio via the following 
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definition of the axial-vector current: 

(2/~:1Bj) = GA;+)Y,&"b)[~ijk + (l-a)fijkl 

i,j,k = 1; . . . ,8; p = 0,1,2,3. 
(2) 

The wrong predictions for GA and G* indicate that in order 

to saturate the sum rule we must include some contributions of the next 

higher states, especially N* ; 

Y; 1520,JP = 3 
-1 

, etc. An analysis of the experimental contributions 

to the integrals of Eq. (1) and to the analogous sum rules obtained 

for the strangeness changing currents4 shows indeed that these addi- 

tional states contribute terms of the same order of magnitude as the 

contributions of the decuplet. 5 It is then clear that if we still 

want to suggest that the sum rule is saturated by a few states, these 

states will fall into a larger representation of our algebra of currents 

which will necessarily include both positive parity and negative parity 

states. Such a representation may be reducible and the nucleon will 

then have components in more than one irreducible multiplet with a 

well-defined mixing parameter which can be fixed by the experimental 

values of G A' G* and cx ; 

We evaluate the sum rules between particle states moving in the z 

direction with infinite momenta. Following Dashen and Cell-Mann6 we 

observe that the z-components and the time components of the vector and 

axial-vector currents form a U(3>@~(3)@~(3)@U(3) algebra which 

includes both the chiral U(3)@U(3) and the Collinear u(3)@u(3)* 
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However, it can be shown that at infinite momentum the matrix elements 

of the z-components of the vector and axial-vector currents are equal 

to those of the time components and the results of the two different 

u(3) @u(3) algebras are essentially equivalent. 67 One can extend 

this algebra of currents to include all U(12) currents which commte 

with the Iorentz transformations in the z direction, frming a col- 

linear ~(6) @u(6) current algebra for states with infi;-cite ncilentuz;. 

The positive parity currents of this U(6)@U(6) are the usual gen- 

erators of SU(~),. Since the currents involved here are ;f both 

positive and negative parity they can connect states of equal parities 

or states with opposite parities. Consequently, the contributions of 

negative parity as well as positive parity intermedi$zte r,YR.T,CS :F!r?uld 

be taken into account for any sum rule. 

It should be remembered, however, that for neg,?i.ive :?zz~ty b3ryoni.c 

states the W-spin may differ from the ordinary spin and t1;e assumption 

that a certain SU(~), multiplet is needed for saturating a given sum 

rule is not complete if we do not specify what are the "ordinary" 

total spins of the states or how we construct them by starting, ::ay, 

from a simple, naive quark model. We shall later come back to this 

question. Meanwhile, we observe that some interesting results can be 

derived even before we discuss this problem in detail. Let us consider 

the Adler-Weisberger sum rule and evaluate it between A = -$ states of 

the baryon octet. The lowest lying U(3)@U(3) multiplet is clearly 

the positive parity (6,J) which includes the usual octet and decuplet. 

To these we want to add some negative parity states. A glance al; all 
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the experimentally observed states of this kind indicates that in all 

cases they can be accommodated in W3) octets and singlets. 8 This 

leads us to the assumption that the only additional states which are 

needed for saturating the sum rule are in the (22) or (2,%) repre- 

sentations, possibly with a variety of W-spins or even various "orbi- 

tal" angular momenta L. 9 We therefore consider a set of h = $ 

states including a (6-,2) and some (I,~)'s and (&I)'s, and we assume 

that the Adler-Weisberger sum rule, evaluated between any two states 

of our system, is always saturated by all possible intermediate states 

belonging to the set. We then notice that the matrix elements of the 

1,ir;re component of the axial-vector current between any two (z,,) or 

(2,z) representations are always symmetric, i.e, of D-type. Conse- 

quently, if we mix the basic positive parity (5,2) representation 

together with a (2,2) having any combination of L's, the total F-type 

contribution to GA will be proportional to the amount of (&,2) in 

the initial and final states. Defining ga and g, in the usual way: 

(3) 

we obtain: 

1 'a c -- 
GA= 3lB, (‘cl 

If we then define a mixing angle for the baryon octet, such that: 

B>= co6 0 (6,3J ; L = 0 > + sin 8 I (1,2), any L + (&z), any L > (5) 
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we obtain: 

ga =-$ cos 2e (6) 

and 

Furthermore, since the (2,2> contains no SU(3) decuplet, 

4 G” = 7 cos e 

consequently, 

G*2 
8 = 3 GA@ - a) 

(7) 

we find: 

(8) 

(9) 

Equation (9) can be directly tested by experiment. Substituting 

the experimental values GA'= 1.18, a = 0.65 we find" G* = 1.03, to 

be compared with G* w 1. 
exp 

Encouraged by this result we proceed to the discussion of the dif- 

ferent possibilities of creating the negative parity (z,z)h = $ 

multiplet. 

The simplest assumption will be that the nucleon have components 

ina W=$ octet which may belong to a 70 or 20 of - - Sir@),. Both 

cases or even certain linear combinations of them are consistent with 
+1 the (2,2) assignment for the Uz = 2 state, and the (3,7) assignment -- 

for 0s = -$ . A negative parity W = $ baryon may have, in principle, 
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any total spin. The experimental data hints that the lowest lying 

negative parity baryons have JP 1- 3- = z , z . We therefore suggest that 

only these states are needed. This corresponds to a three-quark state 

with "intrinsic spin" S and "orbital angular momentum" L = 1 

coupled to J = $ 3- 
J pJ or to four quarks and one antiquark having 

S = 1, SF=+ and W=;. Such a W = state can be written 
9 

as-l’ . 

If we assume that the sum rule is saturated, in addition to the 

usual octet and deCUpletJ by the W = $,octet with J P - 1- = 2 and p 

and by additional SU(3) singlet states, we obtain:12 

= $4 cos2 6' + 1); G* = ; cos 8; CX = 
2 cos2 8 + 1 

GA 4 cos2 8 f 1 

(10) 

01) 

where 8 is the mixing angle defined in Eq. (5). We 'find that for 

8 = 37% 

GA = 1.18; G* = 1.05; a = 0.65 

This should be compared with the experimental values 10 GA = 1.18 2 0.02; 

G" -1;a= 0.67 +- 0.03 (Brene et al.) or 0.63 (Willis et al.). The -- -- 

prediction for CX is not very sensitive to the mixing angle, and even 

0 = 0 leads to the reasonable value CL = 0.6. It is interesting, how- 

ever, that the mixing changes CX in the right direction and the right 

order of magnitude. The value for G* is much more sensitive to 8 and 
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the agreement with experiment is much more significant. It is inter- 

esting to notice that the same value for G* can be derived by using 

the U(2) x U(2) algebra without assuming anything about the strangeness 

changing currents. 

The results of this calculation indicate that a relatively small 

number of baryonic states saturate the Adler-Weisberger sum rule and 

that by finding the correct mixture of states all three measurable quan- 

tities can be calculated with satisfactory success. The assumptions 

that we have used still leave the door open for assigning our additional 

negative parity states to either a.2 or 70 of ~(6)~. Such an assign- 

d ment may be necessary for calculating the 7 ratio for the anomalous 

magnetic moments of the baryon octet and other electromagnetic transi- 

tions. As emphasized by 6J13 Gell-Mann this requires a deeper under- 

standing of the role played by the so-called "orbital angular momentum' 

L. it is clear, however, that an appreciable amount of mixing is needed 

in order to explain the existence of the anomalous moments. 
6 
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